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Now you tell me …..
nWhat are the things a Project Manager 

needs to do regarding Human 
Resource Management?
¨Who is going to do what?
¨What if you don’t have the required 

personnel to do the job?
¨What if the team does not have the 

required skills? Team spirit is low?
¨What if team member A has conflict with 

team member B?



Learning Objectives
n Define project human resource management and understand its 

processes

n Summarize key concepts for managing people by understanding the 
theories of Abraham Maslow, Frederick Herzberg etc.

n Discuss human resource planning and be able to create a project 
organizational chart, responsibility assignment matrix, and resource 
histogram

n Explain and apply several tools and techniques to help manage a 
project team member’s performance



What is Project Human Resource 
Management?

n Making the most effective use of the people involved 
with a project

n Processes include:
¨ Develop Human resource plan identifying and documenting 

project roles, responsibilities, and reporting relationships
¨ Acquire project team: getting the needed personnel 

assigned to and working on the project
¨ Develop the project team: building individual and group 

skills to enhance project performance
¨ Manage the project team: tracking team member 

performance, motivating team members, providing timely 
feedback, resolving issues and conflicts, and coordinating 
changes to help enhance project performance 
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Keys to Managing People

n Important areas related to project management 
include:
¨Motivation theories
¨ Influence and power
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Intrinsic and Extrinsic Motivation

n Intrinsic motivation causes people to 
participate in an activity for their own enjoyment

n Extrinsic motivation causes people to do 
something for a reward or to avoid a penalty

n For example, some children take piano lessons 
for intrinsic motivation (they enjoy it) while 
others take them for extrinsic motivation (to get 
a reward or avoid punishment)
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Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs

n By Abraham Maslow

n Maslow developed a hierarchy of needs
that states that people’s behaviors are 
guided or motivated by a sequence of 
needs 
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Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs
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Herzberg’s Motivational and Hygiene Factors

n Frederick Herzberg distinguished between:
¨Motivational factors: achievement, 

recognition, the work itself, responsibility, 
advancement, and growth, which produce job 
satisfaction

¨Hygiene factors: cause dissatisfaction if not 
present, but do not motivate workers to do 
more; examples include larger salaries, more 
supervision, and a more attractive work 
environment
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Examples of Herzberg’s Hygiene Factors 
and Motivators
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Power

n Power is the potential ability to influence
behavior to get people to do things they would 
not otherwise do

n Types of power include:
¨Reward
¨Coercive/Penalty
¨Legitimate
¨Expert
¨Referent – citing the authority of a more powerful 

person
¨Charismatic – personal charm



Motivating Your Offshore Team
n Clear business objectives

¨Promotes accountability

n Respect them as knowledge workers
¨Consult them at times
¨Bring them onshore for trainings and meetings

n Provide training
¨Like soft skills in business etiquette and 

communication

n Make room for learning curves
¨On your corporate culture, your processes etc.

n Communicate clearly
¨No assumptions. Use visual aids, screen shots 

etc.



Motivating Your Offshore Team (Cont.)

n Provide the required infrastructure
¨Has the necessary hardware and network  in 

place

n Respect their time & culture
¨Respect their holidays, customs, religion

n Recognize their achievements & pay them 
well
¨Celebrate small victories

Source: www.executivebrief.com



Develop Human Resource Plan
n Involves identifying and documenting 

project roles, responsibilities, and 
reporting relationships

n Outputs include:
¨Staffing Management Plan

n describes when and how people will be added to and 
taken off the project team

¨Responsibility assignment matrixes (RAM)
¨Resource histograms

n a column chart that shows the number of resources 
assigned to a project over time 14



Responsibility Assignment Matrices

n A responsibility assignment matrix (RAM) is 
a matrix that maps the work of the project as 
described in the WBS to the people 
responsible for performing the work as 
described in the Organization Breakdown 
Structure, OBS (the organization chart).

n Can be created in different ways to meet 
unique project needs
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RAM Showing Stakeholder Roles
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Sample Resource Histogram



Develop the Project Team

n The main goal of team development is to help 
people work together more effectively to 
improve project performance 

n Some tools and techniques
¨ Team-building activities
¨ Training
¨ Ground Rules
¨ Co-Location
¨ Recognition and Rewards
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Managing the Project Team
n This involves

¨Measuring team members’ performance –
performance appraisals

¨Resolving conflicts
¨Coordinating changes to enhance project 

performance

n Some advices
¨Have a team size of 3-7
¨Plan some team-building activities
¨Stress team identity
¨Mind virtual team members
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Conflict Handling Modes

1. Confrontation: directly face a conflict using a 
problem-solving approach

2. Compromise: use a give-and-take approach

3. Smoothing: de-emphasize areas of difference 
and emphasize areas of agreement

4. Forcing: the win-lose approach

5. Withdrawal: retreat or withdraw from an actual 
or potential disagreement
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Project Communications Management Processes

§ Identify stakeholders: identifying everyone involved in or affected by 
the project and determining the best ways to manage relationships 
with them

§ Plan communications: determining the information and 
communications needs of the stakeholders

§ Distribute information: making needed information available to 
project stakeholders in a timely manner

§ Manage stakeholder expectations: managing communications to 
satisfy the needs and expectations of project stakeholders and to 
resolve issues

§ Report performance: collecting and disseminating performance 
information, including status reports, progress measurement, and 
forecasting



Identify Stakeholders

n Need to meet or exceed stakeholder needs 
and expectations à identify project 
stakeholders

n Two key outputs :
¨Stakeholder register: a public document that 

includes details related to the identified project 
stakeholders

¨Stakeholder management strategy: an 
approach to help increase the support of 
stakeholders throughout the project; often 
includes sensitive information



Sample Stakeholder Management Strategy



Plan Communications
§ Communications Management Plan is a document that 

guides project communications. Possible contents:
§ Stakeholder communications requirements
§ What information to be communicated, including format, 

content, and level of detail
§ When do they need the information
§ The people who will receive the information and who will 

produce it
§ Suggested methods or technologies for conveying the 

information
§ Glossary

§ Creating a stakeholder analysis for project 
communications also aids in communications planning



Sample Stakeholder Analysis for 
Project Communications



Study on Collaboration
n Collaboration is a key driver of overall performance of 

companies around the world

n Three commonly-used collaboration technologies in high-
performing companies 
¨ Web conferencing
¨ Audio conferencing
¨ Meeting-scheduler technologies

n Regional differences
¨ American- like to work alone; prefer email than voicemail 

message
¨ Europeans- like teamwork; prefer realtime interaction over the 

phone than leave voicemail message
¨ Asia-Pacific- like to be in touch constantly; prefer phone and 

instant message
*Frost & Sullivan, “New Research Reveals Collaboration Is a Key Driver of Business          

Performance Around the World,” Microsoft PressPass (June 5, 2006).



Distribute Information

§ Getting the right information to the right people at the 
right time and in a useful format is just as important as 
developing the information in the first place

§ Implementing the Communications Management Plan

§ Important considerations include:

§ Using technology to enhance information distribution

§ Formal and informal methods for distributing information



Communications Methods

Communications 
Methods

When Used

Formal written Complex problems, project management 
plans, project charter, communicating over 
long distances

Formal verbal Presentations, speeches

Informal written Memos, email, notes

Informal verbal Meetings, conversations



Communication Considerations

§ Geographic location – different working hours

§ Language barriers

§ Different cultural background

§ Different working style



Number of Communications Channels

§ As the number of people involved increases, the 
complexity of communications increases 

§ Number of communications channels = n(n-1)
2

where n is the number of people involved

What is the no. of channels increased if the no. of people 
is increased from 5 to 6? 5



The Impact of the Number of People on 
Communications Channels



Manage Stakeholders

§ Project managers must understand and work 
with various stakeholders

§ Need to devise a way to identify and resolve 
issues

§ Two important tools include:

§ Expectations management matrix

§ Issue log



Expectations Management Matrix



Performance Reporting

§ Performance reporting keeps stakeholders 
informed about how resources are being used to 
achieve project objectives

§ Status reports describe where the project stands at 
a specific point in time

§ Progress reports describe what the project team has 
accomplished during a certain period of time

§ Forecasts predict future project status and progress 
based on past information and trends

§ Hold status review meetings



Sample Template for a Monthly Progress Report



Conflict Handling Modes

36

1. Confrontation: directly face a conflict using a problem-solving 
approach

2. Compromise: use a give-and-take approach

3. Smoothing: de-emphasize areas of difference and emphasize 
areas of agreement

4. Forcing: the win-lose approach

5. Withdrawal: retreat or withdraw from an actual or potential 
disagreement

6. Collaborating: decision makers incorporate different  
viewpoints and insights to develop consensus and commitment



Using Collaborative Tools
� Use e-mail, instant messaging: 

� Send to the right people

� Use meaningful subject lines

� Sample collaborative tools
� A SharePoint portal allows users to create custom Web 

sites to access documents and applications stored on 
shared devices

� Google Docs allow users to create, share, and edit 
documents, spreadsheets, and presentations online

� A wiki is a Web site designed to enable anyone who 
accesses it to contribute or modify Web page content


